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Data mining in neuroimaging 
Some whys and one how
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Overview

1. Panic, panic, everywhere!


2. Just kidding


3. Neurosynth demo


4. Neurosynth demo
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What is data mining?

• “...the computational process of discovering patterns in large data sets 
involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, statistics, and database systems.” --wikipedia 

• Much of what you’ve learned about already falls under data mining 

• Often contrasted with hypothesis-driven research


• Until recently, data mining had a bad reputation in psychology/neuroscience

• “Going on a fishing expedition...”
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Why?

• It’s fun!


• Neuroimaging data is expensive; we should maximize its utility


• You can learn interesting and unexpected new things

• Bottom-up and top-down approaches are complementary


• It’s probably wishful thinking to think you can avoid it
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The promise of fMRI

Fig. 1, Canli et al (2001)



Look at those scatterplots!

Canli et al (2001)

Extraversion Neuroticism

In 2001...

• The neural correlates of personality (and many other things) seemed:

• Highly localized

• Extremely strong

• Theoretically predictable


• The answers were just around the corner



What happened?

• Have these findings been replicated?


• Yes: Canli et al (2002); Kehoe et al (2011); Paulus et al (2003); Ochsner et al 
(2006), etc.

• Some are conceptual replications

• Localization varies

• Measures vary


• No: Britton et al (2007); De Gelder et al (2008); Hutcherson et al (2008); Kret et 
al (2011), etc.

• Some contradictory findings

• Many unreported non-replications


• Depends on how you define replication

• Arguably no finding in personality neuroscience has been replicated (Yarkoni, 2014)


• Why?
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Power is often very low



A simulation
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The effects of sampling…
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The (hypothetical) truth
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A pretty good projection of reality



A less good projection
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It has been claimed and demonstrated that many (and 
possibly most) of the conclusions drawn from biomedi-
cal research are probably false1. A central cause for this 
important problem is that researchers must publish in 
order to succeed, and publishing is a highly competitive 
enterprise, with certain kinds of findings more likely to 
be published than others. Research that produces novel 
results, statistically significant results (that is, typically 
p < 0.05) and seemingly ‘clean’ results is more likely to be 
published2,3. As a consequence, researchers have strong 
incentives to engage in research practices that make 
their findings publishable quickly, even if those prac-
tices reduce the likelihood that the findings reflect a true 
(that is, non-null) effect4. Such practices include using 
flexible study designs and flexible statistical analyses 
and running small studies with low statistical power1,5. 
A simulation of genetic association studies showed 
that a typical dataset would generate at least one false 
positive result almost 97% of the time6, and two efforts 
to replicate promising findings in biomedicine reveal 
replication rates of 25% or less7,8. Given that these pub-
lishing biases are pervasive across scientific practice, it 
is possible that false positives heavily contaminate the 
neuroscience literature as well, and this problem may 
affect at least as much, if not even more so, the most 
prominent journals9,10.

Here, we focus on one major aspect of the problem: 
low statistical power. The relationship between study 
power and the veracity of the resulting finding is 
under-appreciated. Low statistical power (because of 

low sample size of studies, small effects or both) nega-
tively affects the likelihood that a nominally statistically 
significant finding actually reflects a true effect. We dis-
cuss the problems that arise when low-powered research 
designs are pervasive. In general, these problems can be 
divided into two categories. The first concerns prob-
lems that are mathematically expected to arise even if 
the research conducted is otherwise perfect: in other 
words, when there are no biases that tend to create sta-
tistically significant (that is, ‘positive’) results that are 
spurious. The second category concerns problems that 
reflect biases that tend to co-occur with studies of low 
power or that become worse in small, underpowered 
studies. We next empirically show that statistical power 
is typically low in the field of neuroscience by using evi-
dence from a range of subfields within the neuroscience 
literature. We illustrate that low statistical power is an 
endemic problem in neuroscience and discuss the impli-
cations of this for interpreting the results of individual 
studies.

Low power in the absence of other biases
Three main problems contribute to producing unreliable 
findings in studies with low power, even when all other 
research practices are ideal. They are: the low probability of 
finding true effects; the low positive predictive value (PPV; 
see BOX 1 for definitions of key statistical terms) when an 
effect is claimed; and an exaggerated estimate of the mag-
nitude of the effect when a true effect is discovered. Here, 
we discuss these problems in more detail.
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Power failure: why small sample 
size undermines the reliability of 
neuroscience
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Jonathan Flint5, Emma S. J. Robinson6 and Marcus R. Munafò1

Abstract | A study with low statistical power has a reduced chance of detecting a true effect, 
but it is less well appreciated that low power also reduces the likelihood that a statistically 
significant result reflects a true effect. Here, we show that the average statistical power of 
studies in the neurosciences is very low. The consequences of this include overestimates of 
effect size and low reproducibility of results. There are also ethical dimensions to this 
problem, as unreliable research is inefficient and wasteful. Improving reproducibility in 
neuroscience is a key priority and requires attention to well-established but often ignored 
methodological principles.
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Big Data helps

• Increased power


• Better effect size estimation


• Helps us separate truly large effects from small effects that only seem large


• In practice, an interesting thing happens...
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Increasing sensitivity through meta-analysis

Functional group analysis: implementation

Parcellation. The goal of parcellation was to initially reduce the
data from the voxel level to the parcel level and group voxels that were
closely related (i.e., activated in largely the same contrasts). This step
was necessary to make subsequent NMDS and clustering analyses
computationally tractable. Input data was an indicator matrix of 437
comparison maps×18,489 suprathreshold voxels (defined as those
voxels that survived the height threshold or the most stringent cluster
threshold). Indicator values were either 0 (“this contrast did not
activate within 10 mm of this voxel”) or 1 (“this contrast did activate
within 10 mm of this voxel”), as shown in Fig. 2A. This 437×18,489
indicatormatrixwas subjected to SVD to allow reduction of the data to
a smaller set of voxels whose activation profile across studies explains
most of the variance in the larger set. Examination of the eigenvalues
revealed an elbow at ~50 components. Thus,we saved 50 components
and assigned them index values of 1 through 50. Associations between
each voxel and each component were assessed using Kendall's Tau-b,
referred to here as τ (Gibbons, 1993; Gibbons et al., 2003), a
nonparametric measure of association that does not require normally
distributed data and thus, unlike Pearson's r, is appropriate for
indicator data. For each voxel, we computed τ with each component.
Highest values of τ between a voxel and one of the components led to
the assignment of the component 1–50 ID to that voxel. Consequently,

sets of contiguous voxels that had the same ID value were defined as
parcels\that is, parcels were made of voxels that correlated most
highly with the same component, indicating co-activation. As our
parcellation algorithmwas a hard-clustering algorithm, each voxelwas
assigned to the component on which it loaded most highly, even if it
was closely related to two components. While other methods such as
theNMDSapproachwe used in subsequent steps can address issues of
ambiguous groupings, this was not computationally feasible at the
voxel level. Importantly, this procedure allowed us to reduce the voxel
space enough to make the subsequent NMDS possible and to use the
preferred measure of association, τ. At the conclusion of this stage, as
illustrated in Fig. 2B, 172 parcels, ranging in size from 10 to
1060 voxels with a mean of 99.72 voxels (from 80mm

3
to 8480mm

3
,

with a mean of 797.76 mm
3
) were found across the brain. These are

roughly comparable in size to known functional subregions in
anatomical studies.

Identifying regions. To further investigate whether parcels are part
of larger regions or functional distributed groups (e.g. move from the
parcel level to the region level), clustering could theoretically be
performed on the 172 parcels identified by SVD. However, variability
between parcels is likely to be accounted for by far fewer dimensions,
rendering the to-be-clustered space sparse and consequently, noisy.
Therefore, the goal of this portion of the analysis was to reduce the

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the procedures for multilevel kernel density analysis (MKDA). (A) Peak coordinates in three of the 437 comparisonmaps included
in thismeta-analysis. (B) Peak coordinates in eachmapwere separately convolvedwith a 10mmkernel, generating comparison indicatormaps (CIMs) of values 0 or 1
(1 shown in black). (C) The weighted average of the CIMs (weights based on sample size and analysis type) is thresholded by the maximum proportion of activated
comparison maps expected under the null hypothesis (shown in D) to produce significant results. (E) Significant results: yellow voxels are familywise error rate
(FWER) corrected at pb .05. Other colored regions are FWER corrected for spatial extent at pb .05 with primary alpha levels of .001 (orange), and .01(pink).

1005H. Kober et al. / NeuroImage 42 (2008) 998–1031
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clustering quality. In a high quality solution, similarity will be high
among members of the group, and low among members of
different groups. Clustering quality is defined in:

q ¼
X

k

X

i

Di0 " Dinm

max Di0 ;Dinmð Þ

whereD denotes distance,Di0 is the distance from parcel i to the center
of its own set,Dinn is the distance to the nearest neighboring set, and k
indexes over parcels (Struyf et al., 1996). Once clustering quality q for
a solution was established, we then permuted the columns of the
component scores, re-applied the clustering algorithm, and calculated
cluster quality q based on the permuted data. This permutation
procedure disrupts relationships between parcels by exchanging their
locations in each dimension with those of other parcels, while
preserving the marginal distribution of scores in each dimension. This
process was repeated 5000 times to assess average cluster quality for
solutions of that size, and ultimately, to develop a null-hypothesis
distribution of q for each of 2–30 possible cluster solutions.

Fig. 3B shows the number of regions in the possible solutions
on the x-axis, plotted against the improvement over permuted
solutions on the y-axis; a 21-region solution gives the maximum

improvement over the permuted data. The permuted-data distribu-
tion of quality is shown in Fig. 3C for the 21-region solution.
Quality for the observed-data solution is shown by the vertical
black line. Because the 21 clusters of parcels found by this method
were predominantly contiguous in space (a minority was distri-
buted, often homologous), we refer to them as regions rather than
groups, as illustrated in Fig. 2C.

Identifying groups. To investigate whether co-activation patterns
across contrasts culminated in coherent functional groups across the
whole brain (and to move from the region level to the group level), we
computed new indicator maps for each of these 21 regions,
culminating in a 437 comparison maps×21 regions indicator matrix.
The indicator maps encoded whether each contrast reported an
activation coordinate anywhere within each region. We then repeated
the dimension reduction and clustering steps as described above.
These NMDS procedures (Shepard plot in Fig. 3D) yielded 16
dimensions, and the subsequent clustering resulted in six functional
groups, as illustrated in Figs. 2D and 3E–F.

Mediation analysis. In the right panel of Fig. 2D, regions that
comprise each of the six functional groups are plotted in the space of

Fig. 4. (A–C) Un-weighted peak activations from all 437 contrasts in our meta-analysis are plotted on the lateral, orbital, and medial surfaces on the brain,
respectively. Activations across studies are distributed throughout the cortex, though clusters of consistent results are concentrated in some areas. (D–F) Regions
that were consistently activated across neuroimaging studies as determined by multi-level kernel density analysis. To achieve significance in our analysis, any
single voxel had to be activated by at least ~4% of the contrasts in our meta-analysis (e.g. 18 contrasts or more, depending on the study weights). Yellow voxels
are family-wise error rate (FWER) corrected at pb .05. Other colored regions are Family-wise Error Rate corrected for spatial extent at pb .05 with primary alpha
levels of .001 (orange), and .01(pink). See Table 1 for abbreviations of brain region names.

1008 H. Kober et al. / NeuroImage 42 (2008) 998–1031
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Molenberghs et al (2011) - Mirror system

Engelmann et al. (2011) 
Smoking cue reactivity

Kim (2011) 
Subsequent memory

Meta-analyze all the things!

Kim et al. (2011) - Task-switching

Chase et al. (2011) - Drug craving 25

Fan et al. (2011) - Empathy

Swick et al. (2011) Go/NoGo & Stop-Signal

Rehme et al. (2012) - Movement after stroke

Brooks et al. (2011) Subliminal arousing stimuli

Tillisch et al. (2011) - Rectal distension
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Dude, where’s my effect?

• A funny thing: as samples grow, effects seem to shrink


• Vul et al (2009b) reported a correlation of -0.62 between sample size and 
effect size


• This is the raison d’être of the funnel plot


• The largest fMRI studies invariably report much smaller effects


• E.g., Whelan et al (2014), Nature: “Neuropsychosocial profiles of current and 
future adolescent alcohol misusers”

• Predict binge drinking at age 16 from an enormous amount of data at age 14

• History, demographics, personality, cognitive ability, fMRI activity, genetics, etc.

• “At the optimum point in the AUC curve, 73% of non-binge drinkers and 66% of binge 

drinkers were correctly classified, significantly better than chance (P = 4.2 × 10−17) 
given a base rate of 45% binge drinkers.”

Whelan et al (2014)



Fig. S6. Effect of sample size on the correlation between age and RSFC. Shown is the mean correlation ± 2 SD across 10,000 calculations of the correlation
between age and functional connectivity strength as a function of sample size. For each of the two regions illustrating the effect of age for the PCC seed ROI in
Fig. 2, we calculated the correlation between age and RSFC as a function of sample size. We randomly sampled subgroups, ranging in size from 10 to 1,090
participants, from the total of 1,093 participants. We then calculated the correlation between age and RSFC for each of the subgroups. This procedure was
iterated 10,000 times to optimize randomization. (A) Mean correlation ± 2 times the SD across 10,000 iterations for the region illustrated in Fig. 2 that showed
a positive correlation between age and RSFC with the PCC seed. (B) Mean correlation ± 2 times the SD across the 10,000 iterations for the region illustrated in
Fig. 2 that showed a negative correlation between age and RSFC with the PCC seed. In each figure, the actually observed correlation is indicated on the y-axis in
a smaller font.

Fig. S7. Center-, age-, and sex-related variations in R-fMRI amplitude measures. The first column depicts group-level maps for voxelwise measures of ALFF
(Upper) and fALFF (Lower). Before group-level analyses, each participant’s ALFF/fALFF map is Z-transformed, such that positive voxels reflect greater low-
frequency fluctuation amplitudes than baseline (whole brain mean) and negative voxels reflect low-frequency fluctuation amplitudes below baseline. The
second column depicts voxels exhibiting significant effects of center, as detected by one-way ANOVA (across 24 centers, including 1,093 participants). Columns
3 and 4 depict voxels exhibiting age- and sex-related variations. Center, age, and sex findings were corrected for multiple comparisons (Z > 2.3; P < 0.05,
corrected). “Male” refers to significantly greater connectivity in males; similarly, “female” refers to significantly greater connectivity in females. “Older” refers
to significantly increasing connectivity with increasing age, whereas “younger” refers to significantly increasing connectivity with decreasing age.

Biswal et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/0911855107 9 of 10
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Biswal et al (2010)

Voxelwise genome-wide association study (vGWAS)
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The structure of the human brain is highly heritable, and is thought to be influenced by many common genetic
variants, many of which are currently unknown. Recent advances in neuroimaging and genetics have allowed
collection of both highly detailed structural brain scans and genome-wide genotype information. This wealth of
information presents a new opportunity to find the genes influencing brain structure. Here we explore the
relation between448,293 single nucleotidepolymorphisms in eachof 31,622 voxels of the entire brain across 740
elderly subjects (mean age±s.d.: 75.52±6.82years; 438male) including subjectswithAlzheimer's disease,Mild
Cognitive Impairment, andhealthy elderly controls fromtheAlzheimer'sDiseaseNeuroimaging Initiative (ADNI).
We used tensor-based morphometry to measure individual differences in brain structure at the voxel level
relative to a study-specific template based on healthy elderly subjects. We then conducted a genome-wide
association at each voxel to identify genetic variants of interest. By studying only the most associated variant at
each voxel, we developed a novel method to address the multiple comparisons problem and computational
burden associated with the unprecedented amount of data. No variant survived the strict significance criterion,
but several genes worthy of further exploration were identified, including CSMD2 and CADPS2. These genes have
high relevance tobrain structure. This is thefirst voxelwise genomewide association study to our knowledge, and
offers a novel method to discover genetic influences on brain structure.

© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

A key goal in imaging neuroscience is to discover specific
genetic variants that influence brain structure and function (Glahn
et al., 2007a; Glahn et al., 2007b). The dynamic trajectory of brain
development and aging throughout life is strongly influenced by

genetic factors, and genetic variants have been discovered that
increase the risk for Alzheimer's disease (Corder et al., 1993), other
mental illness (Gottesman and Gould, 2003; Meyer-Lindenberg and
Weinberger, 2006; Purcell et al., 2009) and even obesity (Frayling
et al., 2007; Ho et al., 2010). The goals are both scientific and
practical: by selecting those at genetic risk for early treatment,
drug trials will be better powered to detect treatment effects
(Frisoni et al., 2010). A more mechanistic understanding of mental
illness will be achieved if gene variants over-represented in
patients are studied both at the molecular level and in terms of
their effects on brain structure.

Early neuroimaging studies of twins found that several aspects of
brain structure are under strong genetic control (Thompson et al.,
2001; Posthuma et al., 2002) and that common sets of genes may

NeuroImage 53 (2010) 1160–1174

⁎ Corresponding author. Fax: +1 310 206 5518.
E-mail address: thompson@loni.ucla.edu (P. M. Thompson).

1 Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI).
As such, there are investigators within the ADNI who contributed to the design and
implementation of ADNI and/or provided data but did not participate in the analysis or
writing of this report. A complete listing of ADNI investigators is available at http://
www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI/Collaboration/ADNI_Manuscript_Citations.pdf.

1053-8119/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.neuroimage.2010.02.032
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This does not mean...

• ...that all fMRI research is grossly underpowered


• Many questions can be answered with 4, 14, or 40 subjects


• It depends on the kind of question


• But in most cases, the prior probability of huge effects is not high

31

Two possible interpretations

• The largest studies to date are kind of crappy; the small studies are better


• We’re engaging in a collective exercise in wishful thinking



Simple minds vs. muddle heads

"The two opposite errors to which psychologists, especially 
clinical psychologists, are tempted are the simpleminded and the 
muddleheaded … The simpleminded, due to their hypercriticality 
and superscientism and their acceptance of a variant of 
operationalist philosophy of science … tend to have a difficult 
time discovering anything interesting or exciting about the mind. 
The muddleheads, per contra, have a tendency to discover a lot 
of interesting things that are not so. I have never been able, 
despite my Minnesota “simpleminded” training, to decide 
between these two evils.” 
!

—Paul Meehl

On fooling one’s self



Surely, you jest...

• Could we really be so wrong, collectively, about these things?


• Yes


• Some examples...
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Association of Anxiety-Related Traits with a
Polymorphism in the Serotonin Transporter

Gene Regulatory Region
Klaus-Peter Lesch,* Dietmar Bengel, Armin Heils, Sue Z. Sabol,
Benjamin D. Greenberg, Susanne Petri, Jonathan Benjamin,

Clemens R. Muller, Dean H. Hamer, Dennis L. Murphy

Transporter-facilitated uptake of serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine or 5-HT) has been
implicated in anxiety in humans and animal models and is the site of action of widely used
uptake-inhibiting antidepressant and antianxiety drugs. Human 5-HT transporter (5-
HTT) gene transcription is modulated by a common polymorphism in its upstream
regulatory region. The short variant of the polymorphism reduces the transcriptional
efficiency of the 5-HTT gene promoter, resulting in decreased 5-HTT expression and
5-HT uptake in lymphoblasts. Association studies in two independent samples totaling
505 individuals revealed that the 5-HTT polymorphism accounts for 3 to 4 percent of total
variation and 7 to 9 percent of inherited variance in anxiety-related personality traits in
individuals as well as sibships.

Anxiety-related traits are fundamental, en-
during, and continuously distributed dimen-
sions of normal human personality (1-3).
Although twin studies have indicated that
individual variation in measures of anxiety-
related personality traits is 40 to 60% her-
itable (4), none of the relevant genes has
yet been identified. Variance in personality
traits, including those related to anxiety, is
thought to be generated by a complex in-
teraction of environmental and experiential
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factors with a number of gene products
involving distinct brain systems such as the
midbrain raphe serotonin (5-HT) system
(4). Neurotransmission mediated by 5-HT
contributes to many physiologic functions
such as motor activity, food intake, sleep,
and reproductive activity, as well as to cog-
nition and emotional states including mood
and anxiety (5). By regulating the magni-
tude and duration of serotonergic responses,
the 5-HT transporter (5-HTT) is central to
the fine-tuning of brain serotonergic neuro-
transmission and of the peripheral actions
of 5-HT. In the brain, 5-HTT expression is
particularly abundant in cortical and limbic
areas involved in emotional aspects of be-
havior (5). The human 5-HTT is encoded
by a single gene (SLC6A4) on chromosome
17q12 (6-8). Although 5-HTT has long
been suspected to play a role in behavioral
and psychiatric disorders, previous studies
did not reveal any common, replicated
5-HTT gene sequence variation in either

neuropsychiatric patients or healthy indi-
viduals (9).

Recently, we reported a polymorphism in
the transcriptional control region upstream
of the 5-HTT coding sequence (10). Initial
experiments demonstrated that the long and
short variants of this 5-H17 gene-linked
polymorphic region (5-HTTLPR) had differ-
ent transcriptional efficiencies when fused to
a reporter gene and transfected into human
placental choriocarcinoma (JAR) cells (10).
The 5-HTTLPR is located --1 kb upstream
of the 5-HTF gene transcription initiation
site and is composed of 16 repeat elements.
The polymorphism consists of a 44-base pair
(bp) insertion or deletion involving repeat
elements 6 to 8 (Fig. lA). In the present
study, polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-
based genotype analysis of 505 subjects re-
vealed allele frequencies of 57% for the long
(1) and 43% for the short (s) allele ( 1). The
5-HTTLPR genotypes were distributed ac-
cording to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium:
32% 1/1, 49% lls, and 19% s/s.

Because appropriate cell models for human
serotonergic neurons do not exist and JAR
cells are monozygotic for the 5- HTTLPR, we
studied 5-HTT gene expression in human
lymphoblastoid cell lines. Like 5-HT neurons
and JAR cells, lymphoblasts constitutively ex-
press functional 5-HTT and exhibit adeno-
sine 3' ,5 '-monophosphate (cAMP)-depen-
dent and protein kinase C (PKC)-dependent
5-HTT gene regulation, but they do not ex-
press dopamine or norepinephrine transport-
ers (12). Cell lines with the complete range of
different 5-HTTLPR genotypes can readily be
obtained (13).

Lymphoblast cell lines with different ge-
notypes were first transfected with con-
structs in which a luciferase reporter gene
was fused to --1.4 kb of the 5'-flanking
promoter sequence containing the l or s
form of the 5-HTTLPR (11, 13, 14). The
basal activity of the l variant was more than
twice that of the s form of the 5-HTT gene
promoter (Fig. iB). Stimulation of PKC by
phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) or
activation of adenylyl cyclase with forsko-
lin-induced transcriptional activity was ob-
served in both the I and s promoter variants,
but the dose-dependent increases remained
proportionally smaller in the s variant (Fig.
1B).

Although transfection experiments with
reporter gene constructs are useful in assay-
ing the transcriptional competence of a pro-
moter sequence, they could conceivably
give spurious results because of the absence
of distant control elements or chromatin
effects. Therefore, we next studied the ex-
pression of the native 5-HTT gene in lym-
phoblast cell lines cultured from subjects
with different 5-HTTLPR genotypes (15).
Cells homozygous for the I form of the
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies for
personality
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Personality can be thought of as a set of characteristics that influence people’s thoughts,
feelings and behavior across a variety of settings. Variation in personality is predictive of many
outcomes in life, including mental health. Here we report on a meta-analysis of genome-wide
association (GWA) data for personality in 10 discovery samples (17 375 adults) and five
in silico replication samples (3294 adults). All participants were of European ancestry.
Personality scores for Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness to Experience, Agreeableness and
Conscientiousness were based on the NEO Five-Factor Inventory. Genotype data of B2.4M
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs; directly typed and imputed using HapMap data)
were available. In the discovery samples, classical association analyses were performed under
an additive model followed by meta-analysis using the weighted inverse variance method.
Results showed genome-wide significance for Openness to Experience near the RASA1 gene
on 5q14.3 (rs1477268 and rs2032794, P = 2.8" 10#8 and 3.1" 10#8) and for Conscientiousness
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Hypothesis-driven tests in neuroimaging

• Paradigmatic case is focusing on a single ROI for theoretical reasons


• This is often held up as an example of the right way to do science


• Is it?

• How many ROIs were actually tested?

• Were the ROIs truly a priori?

• Correction for multiple comparisons?


• How would you know?
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The first principle

43

One example: Millikan measured the charge on an electron by an experiment with falling oil 
drops, and got an answer which we now know not to be quite right. It's a little bit off, because 
he had the incorrect value for the viscosity of air. It's interesting to look at the history of 
measurements of the charge of the electron, after Millikan. If you plot them as a function of time, 
you find that one is a little bigger than Millikan's, and the next one's a little bit bigger than that, 
and the next one's a little bit bigger than that, until finally they settle down to a number which is 
higher. 


Why didn't they discover that the new number was higher right away? It's a thing that scientists 
are ashamed of--this history--because it's apparent that people did things like this: When they 
got a number that was too high above Millikan's, they thought something must be wrong--and 
they would look for and find a reason why something might be wrong. When they got a number 
closer to Millikan's value they didn't look so hard. And so they eliminated the numbers that were 
too far off, and did other things like that. ...


The first principle is that you must not fool yourself--and you are the easiest person to fool. So 
you have to be very careful about that. After you've not fooled yourself, it's easy not to fool other 
scientists. You just have to be honest in a conventional way after that.

!
--Richard Feynman, Cargo Cult Science

You are the easiest person to fool

“ For example, the maximal correlation between right superior 
PFC activation and choice performance was r = -.75. The 
magnitude of this correlation may surprise those unfamiliar with 
recent imaging studies that find similarly strong correlations 
between isolated brain activity and overt behavior across a wide 
variety of contexts ... We would suggest that given the 
magnitude of the correlations obtained, it is not unreasonable to 
entertain the possibility that complex cognitive functions are 
localized to specific regions.”

Yarkoni et al. (2005), p. 552



Big Data helps

• It’s more difficult to fool yourself when you have large N’s


• Fudging tends to take place on the margins

• With enough data, there are no margins


• Large datasets are more likely to be public, transparent (e.g., fc1000)


• Not a panacea, of course

45

The importance of being specific
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The problem of reverse inference

• Reasoning from brain activity to mental states is hard (Poldrack, 2006)


• P(State|Activation) is not the same as P(Activation|State)


• Saying activation X implies state S1 is simultaneously saying that X implies 
the absence of states S2, S3, S4 ...


• But how would we know?


• No individual study, no matter how big, can tell us
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Molenberghs et al (2011) - Mirror system

Engelmann et al. (2011) 
Smoking cue reactivity

Kim (2011) 
Subsequent memory

Meta-analysis doesn’t help

Kim et al. (2011) - Task-switching

Chase et al. (2011) - Drug craving 49

Fan et al. (2011) - Empathy

Swick et al. (2011) Go/NoGo & Stop-Signal

Rehme et al. (2012) - Movement after stroke

Brooks et al. (2011) Subliminal arousing stimuli

Tillisch et al. (2011) - Rectal distension
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Nelson et al. (2010) 51

All regions are not equal(ly active)

E.g., anterior insula is “selectively” activated by...

• Disgust


• Pain


• Empathy


• Risk


• Interoceptive awareness


• Autonomic arousal


• Self-reflection


• Task-switching


• Conscious error perception


• Response inhibition


• Speech production


• Sustained attention


• Etc...
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Conventional meta-analysis is not enough

• We need comprehensive coverage


• Must directly compare studies of one task with many others


• Not easy to do manually


• Large-scale horizontal data mining is required

53

The good news…

• New resources and methods are rapidly emerging that can help us overcome 
these problems


• Massive datasets spanning thousands of subjects and/or many tasks


• New multivariate approaches that improve sensitivity and/or specificity
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One particular approach

• There are many resources for large-scale fMRI data mining


• You’ve already learned about several in this course


• But since I’m giving this particular talk…

59
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Large-scale automated synthesis of the literature

• The data we need to establish many brain-mind mappings already exists


• > 20,000 fMRI articles have been published


• Can we synthesize this literature in an automated way?

61

Two problems

• Data standardization


• Semantic annotation


!

• Our approach: ignore both problems
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Assumption 1: If it looks like a duck...

• Anything that looks like brain activation is brain activation


• Parser looks for x/y/z-like numbers in sequence within HTML tables

63

Assumption 2: The brain is a bag of words

• Each published article is an 
unordered list of words


• A study is about the words it 
uses with high frequency
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Yarkoni et al (2011, Nature Methods)

What these assumptions buy us

65

Current state of the database

• 9,700 studies drawn from 50+ journals


• > 300,000 reported activations


• Represents almost any psychological state that can be indexed with words


• Considerable potential for growth


• Database is completely open
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Figure 1: Visualization of the voxel space x restricted to the z = 0 transversal slice. The voxels and terms
with the highest associations are plotted together with a blue outline of the brain and red Talairach axes.
For each term only the 50 most associated voxels are shown. The labeling on axes are the centimeters from
the anterior commissure, — the structure indicating the origo of the Talairach space.

Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). This is in agreement with an expert review stating “the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) is the cortical region that is activated in almost every study of elicited pain [...]” (Ingvar,
1999). Figure 1 shows an example where the analysis has been restricted to the z = 0 transversal slice (z
is the inferior-superior axis). Under this constraint the most important “pain” locations are found in the
anterior insula and thalamus — as also found in pain studies (Ingvar, 1999). A number of other pain-related
words appear in the list, e.g., painful, noxious and heat. These are associated with voxels in the insular region
(−36, 0, 4). Thus the highest association are in alignment with an expert review (Ingvar, 1999). Figure 2
displays the load of the individual studies on the pain components at the voxel with the highest association.
19 papers in total contribute to the association and at the specific voxel with the highest association there
are 3 studies that dominates with over 62% of the probability. The reason why the pain topic dominates is
that the Brede database presently records many thermal pain studies. Other words are associated with these
frequent occurring studies: warm, hot, cold, somatosensory and sensation, and the general term “perception”
associates with the same voxel as “noxious”.

The second highest is “visual” associated with (40,−64,−8). This is labeled as occipital lobe by the
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Mining for associations between text and brain activation in a

functional neuroimaging database
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Abstract

We describe a method for mining a neuroimaging database for associations between text and brain

locations. The objective is to discover association rules between words indicative of cognitive function as

described in abstracts of neuroscience papers and sets of reported stereotactic Talairach coordinates. We

invoke a simple probabilistic framework in which kernel density estimates are used to model distributions

of brain activation foci conditioned on words in a given abstract. The principal associations are found

in the joint probability density between words and voxels. We show that the statistically motivated

associations are well aligned with general neuroscientific knowledge.

Keywords: Databases; Data Interpretation, Statistical; Information Storage and Retrieval; Magnetic
Resonance Imaging; Positron-Emission Tomography; Brain Mapping; Meta-Analysis; Neuroimaging; Data
mining

1 Introduction

One of the important goals of functional neuroimaging is to associate a specific cognitive function with
a specific brain area or a network of such areas. A neuroimaging study typically investigates a cognitive
function by manipulating the subjects’ behavior and observes the changes in brain activity that correlate
with this manipulation. Brain areas with the highest change in activity are reported as a list with three-
dimensional coordinates (locations) of the activation foci in the so-called Talairach space, — a stereotactic
space allowing approximate comparison of brains from different humans (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988).
The accuracy of such ‘brain maps’, however, depends critically on several factors. The experiment should be
able to control the subject’s behavior; the data acquisition protocol should be able to accurately measure the
changes; the data analysis should be able to tease out the stimulus-induced changes from other fluctuations
and confounds; the registration of the activation locations to the standard volume should be accurate. It is
very difficult if not impossible for an experiment to fulfill these criteria, hence, a single neuroimaging study
represents a ‘noisy’ measurement of the given effect. To reduce the noise in a neuroimaging database we
may investigate for consensus in the brain-behavior relationships across a multiple relevant studies. Ideally,
this would be a search through the published neuroimaging studies, in practice we are limited to mining of
rather limited databases.

1
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Pain vs. Pain

Blue: manual             Green: automated
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Quantitative reverse inference
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Classification of cognitive states

Yarkoni et al (2011, Nature Methods)
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Decoding mental states in single subjects

• Can we identify cognitive states in individual subjects?


• Test ability to classify working memory, emotion, and pain

73
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goal-directed cognition21–23 showed con-
sistent activation in the forward analysis 
but were relatively nonselective in the reverse analysis (Fig. 2). For 
emotion, the reverse inference map revealed much more selective 
activation in the amygdala and ventromedial prefrontal cortex 
(Fig. 3). For pain, the regions of maximal pain-related activation 
in the insula and DACC shifted from anterior foci in the forward 
analysis to posterior ones in the reverse analysis (Fig. 3). This is 
consistent with studies of nonhuman primates that have impli-
cated the dorsal posterior insula as a primary integration center 
for nociceptive afferents24 and with studies of humans in which 
anterior aspects of the so-called ‘pain matrix’ responded nonse-
lectively to multiple modalities25.

Several frontal regions that showed consistent activation for 
emotion and pain in the forward analysis were associated with a 
decreased likelihood that a study involved emotion or pain in the 
reverse inference analysis (Fig. 3). This seeming paradox reflected 
the fact that even though lateral and medial frontal regions had 
been consistently activated in studies of emotion and pain, they 
had been activated even more frequently in studies that did not 
involve emotion or pain (Supplementary Fig. 8). Thus, the fact 
that these regions showed involvement in pain and emotion prob-
ably reflected their much more general role in cognition (for 
example, sustained attention or goal-directed processing22,23) 
rather than processes specific to pain or emotion.

These results showed that without the ability to distinguish con-
sistency from selectivity, neuroimaging data can produce misleading 
inferences. For instance, neglecting the high base rate of DACC activ-
ity might lead researchers in the areas of cognitive control, pain and 
emotion to conclude that the DACC has a key role in each domain. 
Instead, because the DACC is activated consistently in all of these 
states, its activation may not be diagnostic of any one of them and 
conversely, might even predict their absence. The NeuroSynth frame-
work can potentially address this problem by enabling researchers to 
conduct quantitative reverse inference on a large scale.

Open-ended classification of cognitive states
An emerging frontier in human neuroimaging is brain ‘decoding’: 
inferring a person’s cognitive state from their observed brain activ-
ity. The problem of decoding is essentially a generalization of the 
univariate reverse inference problem addressed above: instead of 
predicting the likelihood of a particular cognitive state given acti-
vation at a single voxel, one can generate a corresponding predic-
tion based on an entire pattern of brain activity. The NeuroSynth 

framework is well positioned for such an approach: whereas previ-
ous decoding approaches have focused on discriminating between 
narrow sets of cognitive states and have required extensive train-
ing on raw fMRI datasets (for example, refs. 26–28), the breadth 
of cognitive concepts represented in the NeuroSynth database 
affords relatively open-ended decoding, with little or no training 
on new datasets.

To assess the ability of our approach to decode and classify 
cognitive states, we trained a naive Bayes classifier29 that could 
discriminate between flexible sets of cognitive states given new 
images as input (Fig. 1c). First, we tested the classifier’s ability to 
classify studies in the NeuroSynth database that had been associ-
ated with different terms. In a tenfold cross-validated analysis, 
the classifier discriminated between studies of working memory, 
emotion and pain with high sensitivity and specificity (Fig. 4a), 
showing that each of these domains had a relatively distinct neural 
signature (Fig. 4b).

To assess the classifier’s ability to decode cognitive states in 
individual human subjects, we applied the classifier to 281 sin-
gle-subject activation maps derived from contrasts between:  
n-back working memory performance and rest (94 maps); 
 negative and neutral emotional photographs (108 maps); and 
intense and mild thermal pain (79 maps). The classifier performed 
substantially above chance, identifying the originating study type 
with sensitivities of 94%, 70% and 65%, respectively (chance = 
33%), and specificities of 80%, 86% and 98% (Fig. 4a). Moreover, 
there were systematic differences in activation patterns for cor-
rectly and incorrectly classified subjects. For example, incorrectly  
classified subjects in physical pain tasks (Fig. 4c) systematically 
activated the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and dorsomedial prefrontal 
cortex but not secondary somatosensory cortex or the posterior 
insula, suggesting that the discomfort owing to noxious heat in 
these subjects may have been qualitatively different (for example,  
emotionally generated versus physically generated pain). Thus, 
these findings demonstrate the viability of decoding cognitive 
states in new subjects without training and suggest new hypoth-
eses for exploration.

Next, to generalize beyond working memory, emotion and 
pain, we selected 25 broad psychological terms that occurred at 
high frequency in the database (Fig. 5). We estimated classifi-
cation accuracy in tenfold cross-validated two-alternative and 
multiclass analyses. The classifier performed substantially above 

a

c

bFigure 4 | Three-way classification of working 
memory, emotion and pain. (a) Naive Bayes 
classifier performance when cross-validated on 
studies in the database (left) or applied to individual 
subjects from studies not in the database (right). 
(b) Whole-brain maximum posterior probability 
map; each voxel is colored by the term with the 
highest associated probability. (c) Whole-brain 
maps showing the proportion of individual subjects 
in the three pain studies (n = 79 subjects total) 
who showed activation at each voxel (P < 0.05, 
uncorrected), averaged separately for subjects who 
were classified correctly (n = 51 subjects; top) or 
incorrectly (n = 28 subjects; bottom). Regions are 
color-coded according to the proportion of subjects 
in the sample who showed activation at each voxel.

Data-driven insula parcellation

!
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Insula networks
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Insula networks

!
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A tale of two inferences
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Everything is open

• http://github.com/neurosynth/


• Available packages:

• ACE: Automated coordinate extraction and very basic text mining (Python)

• Core tools: Large-scale synthesis of fMRI data (Python)

• Neurosynth viewer: JavaScript library for interactive 2D visualization (CoffeeScript)


!

• Everything on the website was generated using these tools


!

• Focus is on simple, large-scale analysis and ease of use
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neurosynth.org

• A web interface that provides access to many of the data, tools, and results 
generated with Neurosynth


• beta.neurosynth.org: because every beta website needs its own beta website


• Has an API, so other applications can easily use Neurosynth data

79

Work in progress
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Neurosynth has all kinds of limitations

• The data are very low quality

• No concept of contrasts, deactivations, etc.

• No ontology--every article is a bag of words


• No centralization of data


• Arguably the wrong kind of data


• Etc…

81

Improving data quality and annotation

• Revamped coordinate extraction package


• Text-mining is more than just word counting

• E.g., “topic mapping” (Poldrack et al, 2012)


• Crowdsourcing

• Can’t eliminate human effort

• Can we build elegant interfaces that make contributing easy?

• E.g., Roberto Toro’s brainspell.org
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Towards images instead of coordinates

• We’re still relying on discrete coordinates


• We would prefer to operate on images (e.g., Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 2009)


• Can we incentivize people to share?

83

NeuroVault

• neurovault.org


• Gorgolewski et al.


• A public repository of whole-brain images


• Why use it?

• Permanent URL w/ free storage

• Interactive visualization

• Easy sharing

• Interfaces with other tools
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Enables new applications

• NeuroVault has an open API


• Any image can be downloaded


• Opens the door to new applications


• For example...

85

Soon (hopefully)…

• Perform real-time meta-analyses in-browser


• Instantly share the results interactively


• Evaluate all details of others’ meta-analyses


• Annotate anything: voxels, contrasts, studies, etc.
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Conclusions

• Large-scale data mining approaches are essential


• They are the only way to solve many inferential problems


• The choice between more vs. “right” data is not an obvious one


• We live in a world full of enormous, rich, open datasets—use them!
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Thanks to...

88
R01MH096906

+ many 
others...



Neurosynth is hiring!
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